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Welcome to eduCLinED JUNIOR; a goal digging 

journey towards academic excellence, in which an 

exciting exploratory learning experience lies ahead, 

as learners embark on an academic adventure with 

us.  

 

While distance and online education can, at times, 

be a challenging learning experience it is also a 

rewarding learning adventure that easily 

accommodates a learner’s unique educational 

needs, enabling them to dig one goal at a time, 

matching their capabilities to their abilities. 

 

eduCLinED JUNOR does not teach students in the 

traditional sense, but rather provides learning 

opportunities that direct students in becoming self-

directed and disciplined decision makers, who can 

fulfil their potential as 21st century global citizens.  

 

Our eduCLinED JUNIOR team is committed to 

providing quality, Cambridge aligned, blended-

learning education and assessment services for - 

Stage R to Stage 6 learners who choose to embark 

on this educational journey with us.   

eduCLinED JUNIOR’s work programmes are 

designed to develop and further enhance skills for 

lifelong learning; encouraging self-motivation, 

responsibility and dedication to make for a 

rewarding distance education journey.  

With endless opportunities and goals to dig for, the 

eduCLinED JUNIOR team trust that this prospectus 

will support you in attaining unlimited academic 

potential through your distance education journey. 

Be a Goal Digger! 

The eduCLinED JUNIOR team 
  

 

   



 

 

CL Education cc (rebranded to eduCLinED Pty Ltd IN 2017) and Sagan Centre Pty Ltd and eduCLinED Junior Pty Ltd 
 
 

• CL Education (hereafter CL Ed) has been in operation since 2009, 
with founding member Bronwyn Ansell, having been involved with 
Cambridge (CIE) for an extensive period. 

• CL Ed was initiated largely in reaction to the lack of support 
offered to Cambridge distance education and private candidates in 
South Africa. At that stage, it was felt that the distance learning 
initiatives in South Africa were not progressing rapidly enough in 
terms of academic support that encompassed optimising online 
tools and the necessary support to students via electronic 
platforms for external assessment via Cambridge International 
Assessment Examinations (hereafter referred to as CIE).  

• CL Ed, allows for flexibility in terms of private candidates and 
home educated learners to be aided by a structured curriculum, 
hence, some subjects can be done without assistance as private 
candidates, whilst other subjects are taken through CL Ed to 
support and internally assess progress through the Cambridge 
syllabuses before the final external CIE assessment. 

• In 2012, CL Education was accredited by Cambridge International 
Examinations as the first online/distance college in the world to be 
awarded an Associate School status as an attached/associate 
school to British Council. CL ED remain one of only two accredited 
distance colleges in South Africa. 

• Currently, all CL Education students are registered for external 
assessment as private candidates through British Council. From 

2018, CL Ed, will operate from its own accredited exam venue 
under the accreditation and centre number, ZA 272. This 
accreditation is bound by strict regulations and policies from 
Cambridge direct. Our current permissions only include 
accreditation and approval for Secondary, 1 Secondary 2 and 
Advanced levels, with checkpoint primary in the pipeline. 

• CL Ed, provides a regulated and monitored structure via GAFE 
(Google Apps for Education) platform, with tutorials, work 
programmes, yearly, weekly and daily plans amongst other, to 
allow for an alternative online and/or distance and blended 
learning approach that has successfully operated since 2009.  

• At the request of some private candidates, Sagan Centre (Boutique 
school) was initiated in 2015.  

• EduCLinED JUNIOR was initiated in 2017, due to the demand for a 
quality Cambridge Primary aligned distance education curriculum 
provider. 

• Consequently, CL ED, Sagan Centre and now eduCLinED Junior 
remain cognisant of all SA Schools legislation, as well as Higher 
Education legislation, at all times, the institutions work closely 
with home education, start-up schools, learning centres as well as 
with British Council and CIE direct. 

 

 

 



 

Cambridge Primary 
Curriculum aligned 
 
eduCLinED JUNIOR’s team of 
specialist Primary educators have 
developed Cambridge Primary 
aligned work programmes that 
can be tailored to the learner’s 
specific educational needs. 
 
 Allowing for flexibility, 
eduCLinED JUNIOR programmes 
create opportunities for learners 
to be accelerated or decelerated 
in line with the learner’s 
capabilities.  
 
Our team have developed 
programmes that enable parents, 
facilitators and care givers to be 
assured of quality assessment in 
accordance with Cambridge 
Primary aims and objectives.  
 
eduCLinED JUNIOR can fully 
support parents and learners on a 

successful and GOAL DIGGING 
learning journey towards 
achieving international A levels! 

 

Extended Parental  
Support 
 
Although a parent’s role in their 
children’s learning evolves as 
they grow, one thing remains 
constant: parents are, ideally, a 
child’s learning models. Parental 
attitudes about education can 
inspire the child’s and show them 
how to, ideally, take charge of 
their own educational journey. 
 
The EduCLinED JUNIOR team 
support the ideal that parents are 
a role model for learning in the 
early years, parents are their 
children’s first teachers: the 
parent’s job is to show the child 
how education can extend the 
learning you began together at 
home and how exciting and 
meaningful this learning can be. 
As pre-schoolers grow, parents 
transition to be their learning 
coaches. Through guidance, 
parents help their children 
organise their time and support 

the opportunity to be GOAL 
DIGGERS! 

 

Our Study Packages 
 
 
eduCLinED JUNIOR offers 
packages that suit the needs of 
parents, facilitators and tailored 
learning environments, who 
envision working towards the 
Cambridge Primary Checkpoint 
end goal, of Stage 6, through 
distance education. 
 
 EduCLinED JUNIOR Readiness© 
(Stage R), is an exclusively 
developed eduCLinED curriculum 
that will ensure learners are 
Readiness© to progress to 
Cambridge Primary Stage 1 with 
ease to continue their GOAL 
DIGGING through to Checkpoint 
Stage 6! 
 
The eduCLinED JUNIOR team 
recognises individual and 
financial flexibility needs, hence, 
allowing that study packages can 
be facilitated, supported and 
monitored through our tutors or 
be facilitated solely by parents 
with minimal EduCLinED Junior 
support.  

Our Philosophy 

 
 

Parenting in contemporary 

society requires not only an 

understanding of children's needs 

and educational development, 

but also an understanding of the 

demands that society has on 

parenting and, conversely what 

demands parents have on 

society.  This includes educational 

demands. 

 

The knowledge concerning child 

development and the awareness 

of children’s rights contributes to 

our consideration of parental 

competences and the ability to 

collaborate as global citizens. 

Parents are experiencing a 

stronger cultural pressure to act 

in the child’s best interest, than 

earlier generations, since children 

have become targets for all kinds 

of educative efforts; this in turn 

has set demands on parents to be 

responsive educationalists - and 

GOAL DIGGERS themselves! 



 

+ 

1. It is preferable to attend an ‘’interview’’ (can be 

via Skype/Hangouts or via phone) to explain the 

Cambridge Primary system. Parents often feel 

more at ease and comfortable putting a face 

and/or voice to an e-mail or other electronic 

means of communication. Moreover, parents, 

also tend to be more actively involved in the 

academics of their children after interviews and 

better understand how eduCLinED JUNIOR 

operates. 

2. During the discussion, the Cambridge Primary 

process is explained as this can be uniquely 

individualised to a learner’s capabilities and 

abilities. 

3. Once a plan of studies has been established 

and subjects decided on, a letter of enquiry 

and quotation for studies is e-mailed. 

4. All accounts services are outsourced to 

Admin4You; the contact person is Leanne Pires: 

leanne@admin4you.co.za 

5. The acceptance of the quotation/invoice via 

payment (in full) is regarded as registration and 

the registration is e-filed. Monthly payment 

options over three (3) months are available and 

can be requested from Admin4You. 

6. Each parent and student receive tutor 

introductions and a password to access 

textbook lists via the website on 

www.educlinedjunior.org 

7. For parents, facilitators and learning centres 

selecting the Ingenuim Plus package: 
a) An introduction to the relevant Google 

Classroom is sent out. 

b) Work programmes, assignments and other 

study material can be found in either the 

‘’about’’ or ‘’stream’’ sections of the relevant 

Google Classroom. This package allows for more 

interaction and feedback with facilitators and 

subject advisors. 

c) If a learner is not ready to write a learner 

assessment and move on to the next stage, the 

option to renew registration for an additional 6 

months is available. 

8. For students selecting the Ingenuim package: 
a) An invitation to the relevant Ingenuim Google 

Classroom to access work programmes, 

assignments, memorandums and other study 

material is sent out. Study material can be 

found in either the ‘’about’’ or ‘’stream’’ 

sections of the relevant Google Classroom 

b) Ingenuim is a self-facilitated package with no 

interaction or assignment marking.   

 

Please refer to the Getting Started document for 

step by step instructions on setting up your 

eduCLinED JUNIOR account and accepting you 

google classroom invites.  

mailto:leanne@admin4you.co.za
http://www.educlinedjunior.org/


The development of work programmes initiated the start-up of eduCLinED 

JUNIOR. Cambridge trained specialist teachers, course developers and 

subject advisors were recruited with the sole purpose of understanding 

CIE aims and objectives in line with the academic expectations of the CIE 

Primary curriculum objectives. This understanding resulted in the 

adaptation of the CIE syllabus to a packaged curriculum.  

CIE syllabi are constantly being changed, updated and amended due to 

new text books, principal examiner changes and the like; each change 

signals an updated version of any existing course material. These changes 

are made annually or during the year, depending on when new syllabus  

 

changes are implemented, via exams, by CIE. In some rare instances, a 

new subject advisor may request to rewrite existing material to suit their 

tutorship. Each work programme functions in conjunction with an 

endorsed CIE textbook; should a textbook change, so too does the existing 

work programme.  

 

In line with the rebranding of eduCLinED (Pty) Ltd in 2017, all eduCLinED 

JUNIOR work programmes have been designed over 30 weeks, divided into 

six (6) course modules, of five (5) weeks per module, per subject, with six 

(6) assignments per 30-week course (30 weeks being the equivalent of a 

year’s study).

 

 

 

 

Cambridge Primary is an education programme for young 

learners. It combines a world-class curriculum, high-quality 

support for facilitators and integrated assessment. The 

programme has been developed by Cambridge 

International Assessment Examinations and is used in 

primary schools around the world. Cambridge Primary 

helps develop learners who are confident, responsible, 

innovative and engaged. 

 

 

Cambridge Primary covers: 

• English 

• Mathematics 

• Science 

 

 

11 to 14         14 to 16 

years old *
16 to 19 year old*

Cambridge 
Secondary 

1

Checkpoint

Cambridge 
Secondary 

2

IGCSE level

Cambrdge 
Primary

Cambridge 
Primary 

Cambridge 
Primary

Cambridge 
Advanced 

AS/A Level

5 to 11 
years old*



iNGENIUM study Package  

Course option information: 

• 30 Weeks (divided into 6 modules – 5 

weeks per module) 

• 6 Assignments (1 after each module) 

• Weekly Prep Sheets – structured 

guidance  

•  Extended Parental Support – weekly 

directed support 

• Core Cambridge Activities  

• eduCLinED JUNIOR enrichment Activities 

• Google Classroom Account – for 

parent/facilitator 

• Excludes Examination fees  

 

 

iNGENIUM PLUS study Package  

Course option information: 

• 30 Weeks (divided into 6 modules – 5 

weeks per module) 

• 6 Assignments (1 after each module) 

• Weekly Prep Sheets – structured 

guidance  

•  Extended Parental Support – weekly 

directed support 

• Core Cambridge Activities  

• eduCLinED JUNIOR enrichment Activities 

• Marking of 6 Assignments and 

Examination Preparation   

• Tutor Interaction – email and google 

classroom correspondence 

• Google Classroom Account – for 

parent/facilitator 

• Hangout Sessions (live and pre-

recorded) 

• Additional CIE Material  

• Excludes Examination fees  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
  
eduCLinED JUNIOR and eduCLinED JUNIOR Readiness© 
includes the registration fees in the total cost of the chosen 
package.  
 
A monthly payment option, over three (3) months, is 
available after signing an eduCLinED JUNIOR 
acknowledgement of debt agreement.  
 
Please note that all invoicing and financial arrangements are 

outsourced to admin4You. 
Contact: Leanne Pires: leanne@admin4you.co.za 
 
 

mailto:leanne@admin4you.co.za


 
CURRICULUM  
  

 eduCLinED JUNIOR’s work programmes are fully 
integrated and aligned with the Cambridge 
Primary curriculum and syllabi.  

 These structured thirty (30) week work 
programmes are divided into six (6) modules of 
five (5) weeks each with an assignment after 
each module.  

 Acknowledging the need for flexibility, these 
work programmes can be tailored to suit the 
learner’s educational needs, allowing for 
acceleration or deceleration while working 
through the curriculum. This in-turn allows 
students to be actively involved in and develop 
a love for learning while understanding their 
true potential.  

 Parent/facilitator directed lessons and 
resources plans – with clear guidelines and 
checklists – enable the parent or facilitator to 
guide the learner through the learning 
objectives while building a base of knowledge 
required for full academic development.  

 All learning material is electronic and is 
downloadable via the parent/facilitator. 

 Along with the material eduCLinED Junior clients 
are encouraged to make use of extended 
parental and facilitator support offered by our 
subject advisors.   

 
 
 

SUBJECTS  
 
Cambridge Primary only offer the following subjects: 

• English  

• Mathematics 

• Science  

• ICT (available June 2018) 
 
SELF-ASSESSMENT  
 
All work programmes are accompanied by six (6) 
assessments which should be completed and sent to the 
subject advisor for grading and commentary.  
 
*Marking tutor commentary services are exclusive to the 
Ingenuim Plus package. 
 
FORMAL ASSESSMENT  
 
eduCLinED JUNIOR offers formal assessments which are 
scheduled examinations in June and/or November, of 
any given year, and takes place at the student’s place of 
learning under examination conditions. These formal, 
externally set, examinations will be sent to 
parents/facilitators on the day of the examination and 
must be sent back to the subject advisor within thirty 
(30) minutes of the completion of the formal 
assessment. 
 
DIAGNOSTIC REPORT All formal assessments will be 
graded and analysed providing the parent, facilitator or 
learning centres with a diagnostic year-end report.  



 
 

 

LEARNING AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
 
Stage Readiness© encompasses a range of learning 
objectives that are aligned with all Cambridge Stage 
1 prior learning objectives. These have been cross 
referenced and are in-line with CAPS and IEB to 
ensure smooth transition into mainstream 
education - should this be required.  
 
Outcomes include reading and viewing, design and 
basic writing, fundamental mathematics and science 
skills, listening exercises, interpretation, scientific 
enquiry, language structure, organised play, 
essential physical development, thinking and 
reasoning.  
 
PLAY AND LEARN 
 
A range of over 100 organised play and essential 
physical development activities, promoting gross 
and fine motor skills for early childhood 
development are included.   
 
STRUCTURE AND GUIDANCE 
 
The eduCLinED JUNIOR Readiness© programme 
provides structure and extensive parent, facilitator 
and learning centre support via our team of advisors. 
 

A RANGE OF TOPICS 
 
eduCLinED JUNIOR Readiness© offers a wide range 

of global content topics, allowing learners the 

opportunity to explore and expand on the 

environment around them, hence introducing the 

concept of global learning and global citizenship. 

 
ABC & 123  
 
The introduction of basic arithmetic and numeracy 
are used as building blocks to construct solid 
conceptual foundations, thus fostering an 
understanding of objectives for Cambridge Stage 1. 
 
 
ALIGNED CIRRICULUMAND TESTING  
 
The annual eduCLinED JUNIOR Readiness test 

assesses the learner’s ability which is directly aligned 

with the Cambridge Primary Stage 1 prior learning 

objectives.  

Our team can support the parent/facilitator in 

making sure that all Stage R learners have 

consolidated the fundamental concepts needed for 

their Cambridge Primary education journey. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DanieTeach (Pty) Ltd. is an online language teaching 
company that develops and provides students, 
teachers, tutors and parents with affordable quality 
online learning material.  
 
Established in 2014, DanieTeach® currently provides 
learning material to seven schools in South Africa 
and Namibia; delivering excellent results. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

There are two options available which the 
parent/facilitator can choose from: 
 
Option 1 - The Independent Learner 
 
This option is directed at the parent/facilitator, who 
will be present while the learner works through 
course material.  
 
All marking will be the subscriber's responsibility. 
 

Option 2 - The Comprehensive Enrolment Option 
 
This option provides the learner with his / her own 
online teacher, guiding him and her through the 
material on a weekly basis.  
 
Marking and assessment will become the online 
teacher's responsibility. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Independent Learner 

Course option information: 

• Course Material for 30+ weeks 

• Pronunciation (audio + video material) 

• Vocabulary (audio + video material) 

• Comprehension (audio) 

• Language structures (audio + video) 

• Reaction to different texts / audio 

• Printable Worksheets 

• Divided into alphabet and sounds (Stages 1 - 3) 

• Puppet shows (Stages 1 - 3) 

• 4 - 6 Modules (Stages 4 - 6) 

• Online assessments (Stages 4 – 6; one after 
each module) 

• Weekly parent support and guidance 

• Google Classroom account for 
parent/facilitator 

• Excludes examination fees  

 

The Comprehensive Enrolment  

Course option information: 

• Course Material for 30+ weeks 

• Pronunciation (audio + video material) 

• Vocabulary (audio + video material) 

• Comprehension (audio) 

• Language structures (audio + video) 

• Reaction to different texts / audio 

• Printable Worksheets 

• Divided into alphabet and sounds (Stages 1 - 
3) 

• Puppet shows (Stages 1 - 3) 

• 4 - 6 Modules (Stages 4 - 6) 

• Online assessments (Stages 4 – 6; one after 
each module) 

• Weekly parent support and guidance 

• Weekly prep sheets; structured guidance 

• Google Classroom Account for 
parent/facilitator 

• Online teacher Interaction; email, Google 
classroom and video tutorials 

• Enrichment activities via Google Classroom.  

• Marking of assignments 

• Excludes examination fees 

 



 
 

PRIOR LEARNING REQUIREMENTS 

All students registering with eduCLinED JUNIOR are advised 

to write an Assessment and Application of Prior Learning Test, 

which will be used as a baseline, by our eduCLinED JUNIOR 

tutors and subject advisors, to determine the learner’s 

previous scholastic level. Alternately, a psychometric test to 

ascertain abilities will be required. 

The course is structured in such a way that after each module 

(5 weeks) learners are required to complete a learner 

assessment. These assessments assist in determining a 

learner’s progression throughout the course. 

PROGRESSION TEST  

Once a learner has completed the thirty (30) week course, an 

externally set Progression Test will be administered (at an 

additional cost) which tests the learner’s consolidation of all 

core learning objectives (stage specific). The progression tests 

are official Cambridge Primary diagnostic tests and results 

from these tests are used to collate the learner’s final 

assessment report.  

Learner assessment reports can be used to progress to the 

next stage or be used as a year-end completion report in the 

event of moving to an alternative curriculum provider.  

LEARNER ASSESSMENT AVAILABILITY 

Progression tests are available for stages 3, 4, 5 and 6. The 

assessments cover the learning aims objectives from across 

the relevant stage and learning strands. 

WHY WRITE THESE ASSESSMENTS? 

Stage 6 learners are advised to write the Checkpoint learner 

assessments at the end of their Stage 6 year, though this is 

not a compulsory requirement. Cambridge Primary 

Checkpoint assessments are available in English, 

Mathematics and Science. The results – which are given in 

detailed feedback reports – help learners understand more 

about their strengths and weaknesses, in the compulsory 

subjects which allows for further consolidation at the next 

level of studies. 

CHECKPOINT LEARNER ASSESSMENTS  

The Checkpoint Learner Assessment diagnostics effectively 

aid learners achieve better results in the future to make the 

most of their educational opportunities. The tests are 

marked, externally, by Cambridge, or at a Cambridge School 

that is permitted to administer these tests internally.  
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SOCIAL MEDIA 
 
Throughout the year, eduCLinED JUNOR will post 
events on our Facebook page and Instagram account.   
 
We welcome all eduCLinED JUNIOR and eduCLinED 
JUNIOR Readiness© parents, facilitators and learning 
centres to share your daily experiences by using the 
following hashtags 

 
#educlinedjunior  
#educlinedjuniorreadiness 
 
Visit our Pinterest account to see the interesting 
activities and new teaching methodologies our 
subject advisors have pinned.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/educlinedjunior.org/?ref=settings
https://za.pinterest.com/lydonsmiteduclinedjuniororg/
https://www.instagram.com/?hl=en


 

 

 

 

Johannesburg North (Head Office) 

Physical Address 
29 Church Street  
Olivedale 
Johannesburg  
2188 

 

 

East Rand (Head Office) 

Physical Address 
10 Freemantle Road  
Eastleigh 
Johannesburg  
1609 
 

 

 

 

For General Enquiries: 

Bronwyn Ansell  

Founder: Sagan Centre (Pty) Ltd  

Director: eduCLinED (Pty) Ltd 

Director: eduCLinED Jnr 

cleducation@cledu.org 

 

 

eduCLinED JUNIOR ENQUIRIES  

 

Annamarie Smit  

annamarie.smit@educlinedjunior.org 

Stage R and Stage 1 

 

Hayley Janse  

hayley.janse@educlinedjunior.org 

Stage 2 and Stage 3 

 

Taryn de Boer  

taryn.deboer@educlinedjunior.org 

Stage 4 

 

Wezley Smit  

wezley.smit@educlinedjunior.org 

Stage 5 

 

Lydon Smit  

lydon.smit@educlinedjunior.org  

Stage 6, Checkpoint Secondary 1 & IGCSE 

 

 

 

mailto:annamarie.smit@educlinedjunior.org
mailto:hayley.janse@educlinedjunior.org
mailto:taryn.deboer@educlinedjunior.org
mailto:wezley.smit@educlinedjunior.org
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